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What to expect from this talk.

- What is ISG?

- Benefits of ISG

- Drawbacks of ISG

- Implementing ISG with Nuxt.js and Layer0



What is Layer0?
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What is Layer0? All-in-one Jamstack platform.



01  What is ISG?
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01  What is ISG?
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● Generate static pages on demand,

● “Best of both worlds”

○ Builds only the pages you need,

○ Fast “static” page loads after the first visit

● Issues

○ Feature of your infrastructure and your framework,

○ Is limited to Next.js on certain platforms
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Incremental Static Generation

CDN quickly 
returns a universal 
“fallback” page 
with placeholder 
data...

● ISG on first visit when set to fallback: true

Browser 
requests a 
new page
that has not 
yet been 
visited

...while fallback is 
being displayed, 
page’s static build 
process is run

Build completes 
and fallback loads 
the static JSON 
data displaying the 
final page.

Source: https://static-tweet.vercel.app/
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Incremental Static Generation

● ISG on subsequent visits when set to fallback: true

Future visits will 
get the statically 
built page HTML 
(no waiting).
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Incremental Static Generation

● ISG on first visit when set to fallback: blocking

Browser waits for the 
SSR generated response

Browser requests 
a new page
that has not yet 
been visited
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Incremental Static Generation

● ISG on subsequent visits when set to fallback: blocking

Future visits will 
get the statically 
built page HTML 
(no waiting).
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- Pages on-demand,

- Minimal static build,

- No more re-building the website,

- Faster deployments,

- Easy cache purging with Layer0 REST API

02  Benefits of ISG
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03  Drawbacks of ISG
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- Fallback first for the first user,

- Some users might run into stale data,

- Breaks immutability 
○ But not with Layer0 as you can choose whether to keep the cache 

between deployments

03  Drawbacks of ISG
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04  Implementing ISG with Nuxt.js and Layer0
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04  In Action: ISG with Nuxt.js and Layer0
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- Setup API Routes with Nuxt,

- Setup dynamic routes with Nuxt,

○ Cache dynamic routes on the edge

- Configure Layer0 EdgeJS

04  Steps to implement ISG with Nuxt.js and Layer0
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api/index.js

04.1  Setup API Routes with Nuxt
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api/blogs.js



04.2  Setup dynamic routes with Nuxt
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04.3  Cache dynamic routes on the edge
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04.4  Configure Layer0 EdgeJS
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https://rishi-raj-jain-nuxt-isg-default.layer0.link/
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Thank You!
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